Introduction
Although circuit placement has been studied for decades, it continuously attracts research attentions. The placement problems grow rapidly in both problem size and complexity. Some industry placement problems contain multi-million gates and excessive number of blockages [1] [2] . In this chapter, we introduce DPlace, an anchor cell and diffusion spreading based quadratic placement engine that can handle large scale placement problem.
Historically, existing circuit placement algorithms can be roughly classified into three major categories, i.e. simulated annealing [3] , iterative partitioning based approach [4, 5, 6] , and analytical placement approach [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] .
Among existing placement works, analytical placement has been successful in recent years and achieved impressive results on wire length, scalability and the speed of convergence. A typical analytical placement formulates the wire length optimization into a mathematical problem, and minimizes a smooth, continuous, and derivable wire length formulation. According to the reported results of ISPD 2005 and 2006 placement contest [15] [2] , most of the top ranked placers are analytical placers.
In placement, the Half Parameter Wire Length (HPWL) is a common estimation of the routed wire length. Since HPWL model is not smooth and derivable, quadratic placement optimizes the quadratic form of HPWL [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14] , and nonlinear model placement [16] [13] [17] adopts a nonlinear estimation of HPWL model, such as the log-sum-exponential wire length approximation patented by Naylor et al. [18] .
Three placers in the ISPD 2006 placement contest using the log-sum-exponential wire model have achieved impressive wire length results. It is agreed that placement uses log-sum-exponential wire model approximates the HPWL much closer than the quadratic estimation. However, although still controversial, some researchers believe that the quadratic placement potentially has advantages for timing driven placement, as the quadratic approximation of the HPWL gives larger penalty on longer wires.
Most of analytical placements are force directed placement. The initial placement solution generated in force directed placement has excessive overlap among cells. To push cells away from congestion, in subsequent iterations, force directed placer adds "spreading force" or density constraints into the original wire length formulation. In force directed quadratic placement, the density constraints are combined into the optimization objective either by adding the spreading forces as constant force terms or by adding fixed points to implement the spreading forces.
We present a new quadratic placement, DPlace, that does not explicitly add "force" or apply density constraint into the original wire length optimization framework [19] . Different from traditional force directed quadratic placement, we divide the wire length minimization and density control tasks in two steps. A concept of anchor cell is presented to split the overlap reduction and wire length optimization objectives into two problems. DPlace is based on, but not limited to, quadratic placement, and the new framework is applicable for other analytical placements. In brief, during every iteration in DPlace, we have two steps:
1. A pre-placement step to spread cells for better density distribution. The wirelength minimization are not explicitly considered in the pre-placement step. 2. An unconstrained wire length minimization step to repair the wirelength. In this step, anchor cells are inserted as the reference of the pre-placement result and as the basis of the new wire-length optimization formulation.
In traditional force directed placement, spreading forces are used to estimate where to push cells. There is no explicit control of the cell movements and a cell may be pushed to any placement region. However, explicit cell movement control is important to cope with some challenging placement tasks, such as the ECO placement and timing-driven placement. It is possible to control the cell movement in DPlace by specifying the cell movement explicitly in the pre-placement stage. The following are a few characteristics of our approach, which differentiates DPlace from other analytical placement works.
• We propose a global placement framework that uses anchor cells to split a traditional placement/spreading iteration into two steps, the pre-placement step to reduce the cell overlaping, and the unconstrained wire length minimization step to reduce the wire length.
• In order to reduce the gap between the quadratic wire length vs. linear wire length objective, we introduce a net weight linearization strategy that transforms the star model based quadratic objective into HPWL objective exactly.
• The framework we propose in DPlace can be used for both the global placement and ECO placement. The pre-placement step can be extended to control the cell movements explicitly, e.g , we can specify a certain group of cells be moved to a certain position of the chip. This capability has the advantage for ECO placement where the placement stability is crucial.
• Our quadratic formulation is efficient for large scale placement. The Hessian matrix in our quadratic formulation has much lower dimension as well as extremely low density. The runtime to solve one iteration of the system of linear equations is improved by 24 times in our formulation.
In the following, we introduce the preliminaries and current status of the force directed quadratic placement in section 2. The details of our global placement are described in section 3. The legalization and detailed placement are presented in section 4. We give the overall algorithm of DPlace in section 5 and show the experimental results in section 6, which followed by section 7.
Preliminaries and the motivation
To motivate our proposed approach, the following section gives an overview of the force-directed quadratic placement and the analysis of the essential concept in some of the existing force directed quadratic placement approaches.
Quadratic placement
In circuit placement, a netlist is normally modeled as a hyper-graph with each node representing an object/cell and each edge representing a net. Let x i and y i denote the coordinates of each cell, HPWL is used as an estimation of the routed wire length. Because the equation of HPWL is difficult to optimize mathematically, quadratic placement minimizes the square of the length and width of the bounding box of a net, commonly referred as the quadratic wire length. As multi-pin nets can not be processed in quadratic placement, each multi-pin net is transformed into multiple two pin connections with proper weights. Traditionally, clique model is used for multi-pin net transformation and one k-pin net will be transformed into C 2 k connections in clique model. For the 4-pin nets in Figure 1 (a), the clique model transformation is shown in Figure 1(b) . The disadvantage of clique model is that it may increase the number of non-zero entries in the connectivity matrix significantly, as the example in Figure 6 , which slows down the quadratic solver.
Another type of transformation is the star model [20] [11] . One k-pin net will be transformed into k connections in star model, as shown in Figure 1(c) . The combination of the clique and star transformation is also referred as the hybid model [11] .
For a two pin net e i, j that connects cell i and j, the quadratic wire length is defined as w i, j ((x i − x j ) 2 + (y i − y j ) 2 ), where w i, j denotes the weight of net e i, j . The quadratic placement minimizes the sum of all quadratic wire length in the circuit. The optimization problems in x and y direction are separable and can be treated independently. Therefore, the cost function in x direction is given by
Assuming there are n movable objects in the netlist. Let A denote the Hessian matrix of the quadratic system, which is essentially the n x n connectivity matrix of the netlist. A is symmetric and positive definite. x denotes the vector of x coordinates of all cells. b is the vector encoding all connectivity information between movable and fixed objects, and the pin offsets are captured in b as well. The minimizer of the cost function (1) can be obtained by taking the gradient of the cost function to zero, ∂(Φ(x))/∂x = 0, which is determined by the following system of linear equations Figure 2 shows a simple circuit with 2 movable cells and two fixed pins. The number associated with each net is the net weight. Cell 1 and 2 are in the force equilibrium status in Figure 2 , i.e. the sum of the weighted wire length is the minimum. 
Force-directed quadratic placement
Solving the unconstrained minimization problem in equation (1) results a placement with significant overlap among cells. A placer needs to push cells around to remove overlap. Some placers recursively partition the placement region to spread cells, such as Gordian [7] . The force-directed placers add spreading forces into the system in each solving process and reduce the overlap iteratively. Figure 3 shows that cell 1 and 2 are too close to each other, a force directed placer adds forces to push cells away from the center.
To apply spreading forces into the optimization framework, there are mainly two types of strategy to implement the force, the constant f orce addition and the f ixed point addition approach. In each placement iteration, Kraftwork [8] and FDP [12] add a constant force vector f to the right hand side of equation (2) . The fixed point based approach adds artificial pins and nets to move cells. mFar [9] uses multiple fixed virtual pins for each cell in every iteration, one is used to maintain a cell's force equilibrium state, and others are applied to perturb the cell. FastPlace [11] uses one fixed virtual pin for both purposes. 
Constant forces
In every iteration, the force for each cell is computed to reduce the overlap. In constant force based approach, the force vector f is added to vector b in equation 2. The solution of the modified quadratic system generates a placement with less overlap among cells. In the ith iteration, the force vectors used in 1 to i − 1th iterations are accumulated to prevent cells collapsing back. The modified equation with constant forces is given by
In constant force based approach, the Hessian (connectivity matrix) is not changed in each iteration unless the net re-weighting is involved. In such case, the Hessian A only needs to be pre-conditioned once in the beginning, which will save runtime as the matrix pre-conditioning is runtime expensive. The physical meaning of adding a spreading force to one cell is equivalent to shifting its connected pins and cells. To add the spreading force in Figure 3 , a force vector is added into constant vector b in equation 2. To add a force vector is equivalent to shifting the connected objects of each cell, as shown in Figure 4 . Pins are shifted outside of the chip, and cells may "jump" out the chip region if the magnitude and direction of the spreading forces are not properly adjusted. This tends to happen in the earlier placement iterations, where spreading forces are large and the force directions are not evenly distributed. Although such a scenario is not obvious in ISPD 2005 and 2006 benchmarks, where the initial density distributions are more even due to a large amount of fixed macros, the force scaling is tricky for placement with no fixed macros, such as the ISPD02 bechmarks [21] .
Because the connectivity matrix is not strictly diagonal dominant, and often illconditioned, the solver of the linear system may have stability problem [12] , i.e. cells may jump around when large forces are added. FDP adds a small weight to a portion of the diagonal terms of the Hessian and the new Kraftwerk [22] adds weight to all diagonal terms. Such a strategy is equivalent to adding a virtual fixed pin and net to a cell, as shown in Figure 5 , which affects the quadratic objective and improves the stability of the quadratic solver. In fixed-point methods, the fixed points and nets are added to the original system of linear equations to perturb the placement. In fixed-point based methods, adding a virtual fixed-point connection to a cell will add a diagonal term in the corresponding entry of the cell in the Hessian matrix A and the term in the constant vector b. In Figure 5 , to add force to each cell, a virtual pin and connection are added to each cell with proper weight, and we can see the change in the Hessian and the constant vector in the figure. Therefore, adding a cell will make the corresponding row and column strictly diagonal dominant in Hessian A, and improve the condition number of the matrix. As a result, the fixed-point addition based method tends to be more stable.
Fixed point forces
The fixed point addition method guarantees cells moving inside the convex hull defined by the fixed points. If using a large weight for the virtual nets, cells have less mobility and tend to move steadily toward force directions. However, the added large virtual net weights may dominate the actual net connections and affect the optimization objective. On the contrary, if using very small virtual net weights, fixedpoints will be off chip and cells may start to jump out of the boundary. In other words, the fixed point placement starts to behave similar as the constant force addition based method. Furthermore, in fixed point based approach, the connectivity weights will be updated in every iteration and the matrix needs to pre-conditioned in every solving iteration.
The proposed approach
DPlace does not fall into the above categories. In each iteration in DPlace, the cell anchoring divides the constrained wire-length minimization problem into two steps, the overlap reduction pre-placement step and the unconstrained wire length minimization step. There is no "force" added to the quadratic system in DPlace, and there is no need to control the magnitude of forces, which is a non-trivial part in conventional force directed placements. As a result, no solver stability issue exists in DPlace.
Any smooth cell spreading techniques can be used for the density optimization pre-placement step. We use the diffusion cell spreading [23] for pre-placement step. Anchor cells are used to mark the pre-placement result. We use the nets connecting anchor cells and real cells to formulate an unconstrained wire length minimization problem.
If a netlist is changed, without explicit cell movement control, the placement solutions before and after the changes could be completely different. In our approach, the explicit cell movement control can be naturally applied in pre-placement step, which potentially provides flexibility for ECO placement. Furthermore, the fast growing of the problem sizes is a challenge to existing quadratic solvers. Our approach scales well to the problem size. The anchor cells used in quadratic framework significantly reduces the complexity of the problem.
Global Placement in DPlace
The global placement in DPlace is guided by a density driven pre-placement method. We use the diffusion based cell spreading technique [23] for the spreading smoothness.
Diffusion pre-placement
The global placement is guided by a diffusion based cell spreading technique. Diffusion is the flow of particles from a region of highly concentration to a region with lower concentration, until the concentration on both regions is equal. The cell spreading in placement shares similar philosophy as the natural diffusion process, where cells are driven from high density areas to low density areas. Diffusion in placement is driven by the density gradient, i.e. the steepness of the density difference. Mathematically, the diffusion process is characterized by the following differential equation.
In the context of placement, d x,y (t) is the cell density at position (x, y) at time t. D is the diffusivity constant, which determines the speed of the diffusion process. The discrete approximation method in [23] can be used to solve the diffusion equation.
In diffusion based pre-placement, the placement region is cut into equal size bins. The bin density is computed as the total cell area enclosed in the bin divided the bin area. The discrete solver we use to solve the diffusion equation evens out the densities between neighboring bins as time proceeds.
In every global placement iteration of DPlace, cells are pre-diffused from high density area to low density area. The diffusion based pre-placement takes k substeps, where k is relatively small in earlier placement iterations and becomes larger in the later iterations. The cells will not be moved until we placed and locked all anchor cells.
Anchor cells
Once a pre-placement result is generated, we need to "memorize" the pre-placement solution, in which cells have been spread out. Since the pre-placement solution is often poor on wire-length, we need to use the quadratic placement formulation to repair the wire length. To prevent cells collapsing back to the initial placement, we can fix a small percentage of cells in pre-placement, and let the quadratic solver rearrange other cells. Another way is that we use virtual cells to mark the pre-placement solution and replace some nets with virtual nets connecting the virtual cells and real cells. By updating the virtual connections into the wire length optimization objective and solving the unconstrained wire length minimization problem, cells will be "pulled" toward their anchors due to the wire tensions. In above scenarios, the fixed real or virtual cells are used as anchors to control the movement of real cells, and we name them "anchor cells".
We do not need to use one anchor per cell, which may over-restrict the movements of real cells. Instead, we can use one anchor for several cells, which gives more freedom for cells to move during the wirelength optimization. We use star model to transform a portion of multi-pin nets into two-pin connections and use the star as the anchor of real cells. Compared with the method to use one anchor per cell, using stars as anchors will have much less impact to the original wire objective and imposes less constraint on cell movements. In the hybrid model based wire length transformation, the multi-pin nets are converted into star and clique model. All stars will be added back into the Hessian matrix A as moveable objects, which may increase the dimension of the matrix significantly. In ISPD 2005 benchmark, by using star model with a pin threshold as 5 will increase the dimension of the matrix up to 40 percent. For example, the dimension of the Hessian A for circuit bigblue4 in ISPD 2005 benchmark grows from 2.2 million to 2.8 million. Under conventional formulation, solving one iteration of the system of linear equations with a dimension over 2 million will take several minutes. Fig. 6 . The quadratic placement formulation by using clique model. For simplicity, we assume the weight of each transformed two-pin net is weight 0.25. The quadratic placement formulation after the anchor cell insertion. C is the x coordinate of the anchor cell, which is a constant. The new Hessian matrix A is extremely sparse compared with that by using the star or clique formulation. Figure 6 shows the quadratic placement formulation of the circuit in Figure 1 (a) by using the clique model. The dimension of the Hessian matrix is the same as the number of movable cells. Figure 7 is the formulation by using the star model. The dimension of the Hessian increases, but the matrix is more sparse compared with that by using the clique model. Unlike stars, anchor cells are fixed objects in our formulation. Therefore, anchor cells will not increase the dimension of the Hessian A. Furthermore, in the anchor cell based quadratic formulation in Figure 8 , we see that the Hessian matrix is extremely sparse compared with that by using both the star and clique models.
We assign anchor cells to the nets with a pin degree above th (e.g. 3 as in our implementation) only. With a small th, more anchor cells will be inserted, which may over-restrict the movement of cells. However, if the pin threshold th is too large, it will be more difficult to spread cells.
Let A denotes the Hessian matrix in our new formulation. Anchor cells are not movable objects, thus do not appear in A . Matrix A has the dimension as the number of movable objects in the netlist. We insert anchors after the completion of preplacement stage in each iteration. Once cells are pre-placed, anchor cells are inserted at the gravity centers of their connected cells and locked. In such a way, anchor cells mark the pre-placement result, and act as anchors to pull other cells around in the subsequent wire length minimization step. The new Hessian A has a dimension much smaller than that in the conventional quadratic placement methods. Most importantly, the number of non-zero entries in each row of the new formulation A is close to the number of pins on the cell, which is mostly around 2 to 4. A matrix with 2-4 non-zero entries is extremely sparse, and the linear system is trivial to solve using the anchor cell formulation. Figure 9 shows the statistics of the number of non-zero entries in old Hessian A and new Hessian A for circuit adaptec2 in ISPD 2005 benchmark. The dimension of the Hessian A is 354K, while only 254K for the new Hessian A . In most of rows, the number of non-zero entries in A are around 3-6, and 1-2 in new Hessian A . Circuit bigblue4 in ISPD 2005 benchmark contains 2 million objects. In our experiments for bigblue4, it takes 200 seconds for pre-conditioning and 75 seconds for solving using the conventional quadratic formulation, while only 11 seconds for preconditioning and 4 seconds for solving using our anchor cells based formulation.
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Unconstrained wire length minimization
The initial placement seed is generated by solving a conventional quadratic formulation. In each following iteration, cells are diffused to obtain the desired density distribution, and anchor cells are inserted and locked. In the successive quadratic formulation, the locked anchor cells will be treated as fixed objects, which will be added to the constant vector b in equation 2. Therefore, in this step, the quadratic engine minimize an unconstrained wire length objective. It is to be noted that anchor cells are used in hyper-nets decomposition, no forces or artificial fixed points are used in our formulation. Figure 10 illustrates the idea of one placement iteration. In Figure 10 (a), an initial placement is generated and cells are congested in the middle of the placement region. After the pre-placement, cells are spread, as shown in Figure 10(b) . But the wire length after spreading could be very bad. It should be noted that cells have not actually moved yet in this step.
In Figure 10 (c), we insert a few anchor cells to convert a few nets into the star model, one for each high pin net. All anchor cells are locked once inserted. The locked anchor cells are used as fixed pins and their positions are updated into the quadratic system. After solving the new quadratic formulation, cells are rearranged, but will not collapse back to the initial placement due to the tension from their anchors, as shown in Figure 10(d) . We can proceed to next iteration, or we can go over the anchoring cells insertion and wire length optimization sub-step multiple times before proceeding to the next iteration, to further reduce the wire length. Figure 11 plots the first placement iteration of a circuit. In Figure 11 (a), the wire length of the initial placement is 0.48 × 10 6 , and cells are congested in the middle of the placement. After a few iterations of diffusion, cells are spread as shown in Figure  11 (b). Although the diffusion explicitly controls the cell movement and improves the density distribution, it is not explicitly wire length aware. The total wire length increases to 2.56 × 10 6 in Figure 11 
HPWL transformation in a quadratic system
A major weakness of a quadratic wire formulation is that the quadratic objective is an approximation of HPWL for a two pin nets. Transforming a multi-pin net into multiple two-pin nets may enlarge the gap between HPWL and the actual objective to optimize. To alleviate such a problem, existing techniques iteratively linearize the quadratic wire length objective [24] . Recently, the Kra f twerk proposes a method to linearize the quadratic objective into HPWL in the clique model based transformation [22] . Here we propose a method to transform the quadratic objective into HPWL by using the star model based transformation, which helps to reduce the gap between quadratic wire length and HPWL in the DPlace framework. As the wire length minimization problem is independent in x and y directions, here we show the formulation in y direction only. Assuming net e is connected with n cells, and HPWL in direction y is L e . We add a star cell s to decompose the net e into n two-pin connections. Let l i denotes the distance between star s and cell i and let w i denote the weight of each two pin connection. We assign all cells into two sets based on if the cell n i has a y coordinate large than that of star s. As a result, we have two sets, set A = {n i : y i > y s } and set B = {n i : y i < y s } for each star model transformation. We define the weight of each two pin net as follows.
The anchor cell s is placed at the gravity center of all cells on net e, and S AB is defined as the half of the sum of all distances from cell i to the star. Star s splits the length L e into two parts, L sA and L sB , as shown in Figure 12 .
In the following, we show that the above net weighting strategy transforms the quadratic wire length objective into HPWL objective exactly. Figure 12 shows an example of 4-pin nets transformation.
Fixed blockages
Fixed blockages are obstacles to cell spreading. Modern design may contain a large number of fixed-blockages, which disrupt the cells from smooth spreading. Fixed blockages are density obstacles to prevent cells to pass over and cells are often placed on top of the fixed-blockages in initial placement. If not properly handled, the wire length may grow dramatically while push cells passing over or out of blockages. In DPlace, we use a contour-based density smoothing technique to alleviate the density obstacles. First, we identify large blockages, which are those fixed macros with width and height larger than a certain threshold, such as 1% size of the chip size. In the beginning of the global placement, we adjust the density on bins covered by blockages, the adjusted density distribution is contour based. For a bin covered by a big blockage, the bin density is set to be proportional to the distance between the bin to the blockage boundary. Therefore the highest density is in the bin lying in the middle of the blockage.
In the earlier stages of the global placement, the adjusted fixed blockage density is set to a very small value to allow cells to flow over. As the cells spreading stabilizes, the adjusted density increases gradually, as shown in Figure 13(b) . The density in the middle of the fixed blockage rises to push overlapping cells out of blockages smoothly. The diffusion based pre-placement pushes cells over blockage easily according to the adjusted density distribution.
Wirelength improvement heuristics
Beside the core techniques proposed above, there are more issues that will affect the quality of the placer. Pushing cells away from a region of congestion often contradicts with wire length optimization objective. To further improve the wire length, wire length improving heuristics are performed between each iteration. In certain extent, the wire length improvement heuristics largely determine the quality of the final HPWL. The inaccuracy of using the quadratic wire length as the objective is magnified in large-scale ISPD2005 benchmarks, which contains a large amount of fixed macros.
Therefore, the wire length improvement heuristics are crucial for the HPWL results in quadratic placement. In DPlace, the quadratic optimization step is fast and thus most of the CPU time is spent on wire length improving heuristics. In our experiments, the medium improvement heuristics used in FDP [12] was found effective in the earlier stages of the global placement. Similar technique can also be used in detailed placement for cell swapping. However, the medium improvement heuristic tends to create a lot of overlap in global placement. We use the iterative local refinement [11] to improve the density distribution and further reduce the wire length during the later stages of global placement.
Legalization and detailed placement
Legalization and detailed placement are non-trivial for the final wire length quality of the placer. Before legalization, we divide the placement region into regular bin structures and analyze the density overflow in each bin. We swap cells out of the overflowed bins and swap cells between bins if such a swap helps to further reducing the wirelength. Once the bin density overflow is below a threshold, we run a Tetris [25] like legalization flow. We first legalize all movable macros such that no overlap exist between macros. Blockages/macros will split the placement region into row segments. We identify all row segments, sort cells and pack cells into the closet row segment with the minimum cost.
The detailed placement is based on the technique used in [26] and the standard cells are moved between different rows to improve the wire length. We use the global swapping technique to swap cells relatively larger distance to improve the wire length and we use a fixed window to slide through the placement region and test every cell pairs inside the window, and greedily swap two cells if such swapping helps reducing the total wire length.
Overall algorithm
The overall algorithm of DPlace is summarized in algorithm 1. The first iteration of the global placement stage is illustrated in Figure 10 . In every global placement iteration, cells are diffused to reach a specified density distribution, and the anchor cell based wire length optimization is performed m times to reduce the wire length. The larger m, the shorter the wire length, and the worse the density distribution. Therefore, m is normally less than 3. The legalization and detailed placement stages are divided in a fashion similar as most of existing placement tools. To legalize the placement before improving the wire length in the detailed placement.
Algorithm 1 The DPlace 1:
The global placement 2:
Build matrix A, and matrix A 3:
Generate an initial quadratic placement with matrix A 4:
Do diffusion based pre-placement for k iterations 6: Do m iterations 7:
Generate anchor cells and lock them at the gravity centers 8:
Compute HPWL transformations net weights, update A x = b 9:
Solve x = A −1 b 10:
if (In first a few iterations) 12:
Use medium improvement heuristic to repair wire length 13:
else if (Cells are roughly spread) 14:
Use iterative local refinement to repair wire length 15:
Until (reaches a desired density distribution) 16:
Further diffuse cells to remove remaining overlap 17: The legalization 18:
Legalize the macros 19: legalize the standard cells 20: The detailed placement 21:
Further check the cell density and congestion 22:
Global cell swapping 23:
Greedy window based cell swapping
Experiments
We test our placer on a Linux server with 3.4 GHz 64-bit Xeon processors. We give the wire length and runtime results on 4 set of benchmarks, the ISPD 2005 and ISPD 2006 placement contest benchmarks [1] and the PEKO-MS 2005/2006 benchmarks. We tested both the LASPack CG solver [27] and the Hybrid solver [28] as our quadratic system solver. Our experimental results are reported based on the Hybrid solver. (Figure 9 and Table 1 ), the runtime to precondition and solve the new quadratic system are improved significantly. The quadratic solver achieved a 24x times speed up on solving time. Table 2 gives the HPWL results of DPlace on ISPD 2005 contest benchmarks. We also show the runtime for the global placement and the detailed placement in Table  2 . The placement objectives in ISPD 2006 placement contest include both the wire length and the density distribution. As HPWL stands for the half parameter wire length, we use DHPWL representing the density weighted HPWL, which is HPW L(1 + Density Target penalty f actor). The Density Target penalty f actor is the scaled density overflow in the placement. 
Advantages of our new formulation
ISPD placement contest benchmarks
PEKO-MS Benchmarks
Conclusions
In this chapter, we present a new quadratic placement tool, DPlace. DPlace uses the diffusion based spreading technique to generate a golden placement for improved density distribution, and uses the anchor cells based formulation to repair the wirelength. Different from existing force directed approaches, we do not add forces or extra fixed points in the DPlace formulation. An anchor cell is the part of the internal net model, and the functions of anchor cells include both the net model transformation and cell movement control. Furthermore, the Hessian matrix of the anchor cells based quadratic formulation is extremely sparse. As a result, the runtime to solve such a linear system is improved by 24 times in our experiments. In DPlace framework, since it is possible to affix explicit cell movement control in the pre-placement stage, our new formulation has the advantages for ECO and timing driven placement, in which precise cell movement control is important.
